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General information about the forum 

February 21, 2018, the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands hosted the IX Dutch and Ukrainian 

Agribusiness Potato Forum within the framework of Fruit. Vegetables. Logistics 2018 International Exhibition. 

The forum is traditionally conducted in partnership with the Association «Ukrainian Agribusiness Club» 

(UCAB) and the Ukrainian Association of Potato Producers (UAPP). The main topic of the event was the 

question of prospects and development of potato processing in Ukraine. 

 

Ukraine occupies one of the leading places in the world in terms of gross potato production, which, according to the 

Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine, amounted to 22.2 mln tons in 2017. The UAPP considers this figure 

to be unjustified, overvalued and estimates the real volume of potato production at the level of 15.5-16 mln tons. This is 

more than enough, since the domestic market demand for potatoes is 5,5 mln tons, and if we take into account the 

amount of seed potatoes and livestock feed, the demand will not exceed 7 mln tons. 

For a long time, Ukrainian potato has not been exported to EU countries due to a number of quarantine restrictions. In 

particular, the European community is afraid of opening its market due to the presence of potato cyst nematode and 

golden scab in Ukraine. The Ukrainian side agrees with these accusations, but accentuates the lack of effective ways to 

counteract these quarantine organisms - there is no nematocide in the State Register of pesticides and agrochemicals 

allowed to be used at the territory of Ukraine and for today no agrochemical company has been able to register this 

extremely important pesticide for potato farmers. 

Since July 1, 2017, the main countries-buyers of Ukrainian potato - the countries of the Eurasian Economic Union (the 

Customs Union) have introduced new unified quarantine rules, according to which it is allowed to export only those 

potatoes (fruits, vegetables and any plant products) which were monitored by inspectors of quarantine services from the 

moment of planting. Since the Ukrainian side was not informed in advance about these changes, a situation appeared on 

the market when a number of contracts for the potato supplies were disrupted, in particular to Belarus, where 60% of 

potato sowings are grown from Ukrainian seeds. 

At the event Vadym Tchaikovskyi, Deputy Chief Phytosanitary Inspector of State Food Safety and Consumer 

Protection Service of Ukraine, explained a new algorithm for the preparation of farms to export activities and read out a 

list of required permissive documentation. 

 

Victor Riznyk, representative of Agrico Ukraine Company, told about the peculiarities of commercial potato production 

in different regions of Ukraine. Potatoes are grown in all regions of Ukraine, in all climatic zones. According to the 

specialist, about 2% of potatoes by areas and up to 6-10% by volume are planted by farms that engaged in professional 

cultivation. In 2014, about 40% of sales markets were lost. The price of commercial potatoes is now quite low, 

producers complain about the lack of contracts with trading networks, processing enterprises that could guarantee a 

certain level of prices. Some producers reduce the planted areas or even suspend their business. Last year, at least 5 

farms, which grew more than 100 ha of potatoes, stopped the production because they could not profitably sell their 

yield. However, producers who sell products for potato processing enterprises: potato chips and starch production, have 

cost-effective production at the level of 30-40%. «The most advantageous for potato producers is the export of early 

products. However, since July 15, the supplies abroad were temporarily suspended because of non-compliance of 

Ukrainian potatoes to phytosanitary requirements.  Now we are talking about organizing the phytosanitary stations, 

where detailed monitoring of quarantine pests will be conducted, and from there, if they are not present, it will be 

possible to export products to post-Soviet countries and Europe. Now everything is done so that the export mechanism 

could be launched in the spring», - said Viktor Riznyk. 

 

The harmonization of European and Ukrainian legislation is the step towards the opening of export prospects for 

Ukrainian potatoes. During the IX Dutch and Ukrainian Agribusiness Potato Forum, a Memorandum of Cooperation 

was signed by the Institute for Potato NAAS of Ukraine and the UAPP.  

 

One of the main provisions of the Memorandum is the analysis and transformation of the «roadmap» for the 

development of potato processing in Ukraine, which was prepared by The Dutch Potato Organization (NAO) with the 

assistance The Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality of the Netherlands and the Dutch Embassy in Ukraine. 
It was transformed into a Strategy for the development of potato processing. 



  

For today, the «roadmap» was improved and translated into Ukrainian. The preparations for its final part are now 

underway – the research on the state of the Ukrainian processing industry and the survey of the domestic potato 

processing market capacity. For this purpose, the marketing agency «Kleffmann Group Ukraine» is involved in the 
work. 

The company Kleffmann has been conducting research of the professional potato growing segment for 10 

years. Oksana Antonova, Analyst at the marketing agency «Kleffmann Group Ukraine», in her report considered in 

detail the crop areas engaged in industrial production, described the average costs per hectare for farms, the structure of 

seed market, the volume of world trade in further processed products, and Ukraine's place in the world market. 

According to her, during the last production season, farm costs per hectare increased somewhat - in particular, for 

fungicidal treatment. Dutch and German companies are leaders in the sales of potato seeds, the share of local seeds 

remains low. According to the agency, last year, industrial potato cultivation was carried out on the area of about 63 

thous. hectares, the share of industrial production accounting for less than 5% of the total volume of potato cultivation, 

which is a low indicator. 

In Ukraine, about 1500 farms are engaged in potato cultivation, but no more than a third of them are professional or 

industrial - about 400 enterprises. The analyst noted that during the last three years in the segment of industrial potato 

cultivation the production areas remain stable. On average, about 6% of industrially grown potatoes are used for 
processing, about 20% are spent on seeds, and the rest - is used for food purposes. 

Roelof-Jan Wollerich, farmer from the Netherlands, producer of potatoes for processing, told about advantages and 

disadvantages of cooperation between farmers and processing enterprises, raw material quality requirements, pricing 

mechanisms, profit and trainings for potato farmers. «Ukraine has the experience in forming a pool of raw material 

suppliers, in particular, for the production of chips. But this is not enough. It is worth learning how to create 

cooperatives around processing enterprises, which is not so easy to do», - he stated during the event. 

 

Andriy Maruschak, representative of Agrovent Ukraine Company, in his presentation explained the importance of 

vegetable storages in the potato production chain. «Producers can work only in the first phase without these storages. 

But if they want to work with buyers, then they will not be able to do without them. If there is a vegetable storage, you 

can safely to contract for a specific volume for a certain period of time. Almost all producers that engaged in the 

professional cultivation of potatoes have vegetable storages. Another question is that half of them use either obsolete 

equipment or old type storage without temperature control and ventilation, which were built 40-50 years ago, or even 

homemade. Loss of potatoes with such storage can range from 20 to 30-35%». 

 

According to Oles Kapitanchuk, representative of Tolsma Ukraine Company, the storing of potatoes for processing is 

harder. The main difference is the need to regulate the level of reducing sugars. The control of sugar levels requires a lot 

of knowledge, additional equipment and technological solutions. After all, if the level of sugars is high, processing 

enterprises don’t want to buy such raw material, because it reflects on quality, in particular, on the color of the final 

product. «The storage should take place in such a way that sugar levels do not increase. There are certain moments that 

affect this: low storage temperature, crop variety. The potatoes for processing have a longer shelf life, because the 

processing plant operates year-round. Therefore, there should be refrigeration, ventilation equipment, heating systems, 

feeding of the inhibitor in the storehouse, in short - a high-quality system for managing the storage processes», - 

considers Oles Kapitanchuk. 

 

Ukraine currently has two operating chips plants, the production volume of which is enough to satisfy domestic needs, 

four starch plants and the plant of the agro holding Mriya is preparing for the launch. According to UAPP forecasts, in 

2019 Ukraine will be able to fully satisfy domestic needs in potato starch. There is also one potato French fries plant in 

Ukraine, which is not enough to meet the needs of both retail chains and the HoReCa system. Two companies from the 
UAPP members announced their intention to build their own plants for the production of French fries in 2019. 

The launch of the announced capacities will deprive the Ukrainian market of pressures from surplus potatoes, will allow 

domestic potato farmers to diversify their business by growing various types of potatoes, not only for fresh market, but 

also for processing on starch and French fries, will permit to enter foreign markets not only with raw materials, but with 

value-added products. All this will positively affect business entities and increase revenues to the state budget from this 

segment of production. 
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1. FORUM PROGRAM  

 

IX. DUTCH-UKRAINIAN POTATO FORUM 
In the framework of business program of international exhibition 

"FRUIT.VEGETABLES.LOGISTICS 2018" 

        Moderator: Taras Vysotskyi, Association “Ukrainian Agribusiness Club" 

12:30-13:00 Registration / Welcome coffee 

13:00-13:20 

Opening  

Taras Vysotskyi, Association “Ukrainian Agribusiness Club" 

Carolien Spaans, Agricultural Counsellor, Netherlands Embassy in Ukraine 

Oksana Ruzhenkova, Ukrainian Association of Potato Producers 

State Support of Potato Sector 

13:20-13:50 Chaikovsky Vadym, State Food Safety Service  

Phytosanitary precedures that are required for export 

potato from Ukraine. Procedure for the establishment 

of a production field that is free of quarantine 

organisms 

13:50-14:00 Q/A  

14:00-14:20 

Oksana Lopatko, Ministry of Agricultural 

Policy and Food, Oksana Ruzhenkova, 

Association of Potato Producers, Anatoliy 

Bondarchuk, Ukrainian Institute of Potato 

Growing  

Harmonization of Ukrainian and EU legislation in 

potato sector. Compliance with the EU standards, 

Export support.  

Potato processing in Ukraine 

14:20-14:40 Oksana Antonova, Kleffmann Group  Specifics of professional potato grooving in Ukraine.   

14:40-15:10 Roelof-Jan Wollerich, potato farmer  
Benefits and  disadvantages co-operation between 

farmers and processing factory: quality, prices, profit, 

trainings other aspects 

15:10-15.30 Andriy Marushchak, Agrovent Ukraine  
Potato storages – important part of fresh logistics and 

creation of added value to potato products  

15:30-15.50 Oles Kapitanchuk, Tolsma Ukraine 
String of potato for processing: specifics and typical 

mistakes  

Quality potato for fresh market  

15:50-16.10 Viktor Riznyk, Agrico Ukraine  
Production cost of potato in different regions of 

Ukraine.  

16:10-16:20 Panel discussion, Q&A  

16:20-16:30 Coffee break 

  
  



  

2. Evaluation results 

 

1. Is your company a member of Ukrainian Agribusiness Club (UCAB)? 
Answers Figure % 

Yes |||||||||| 10 

No |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 90 

2. How did you get the information about this event? 
Answers Figure % 

Received invitation by email 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 53,33 

Electronic media 
||||||||||||| 13,33 

Print media 
  0 

Social networks 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 33,33 

Received the information on one of the 
previous events 

|||||| 6,67 

Other source 
  0 

3. How did you like the venue?  (5 – very much, 1 – not at all) 
Answers Figure % 

5 
||||||||||||| 13,33 

4 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 66,67 

3 
||||||||||||| 13,33 

2 
|||||| 6,67 

1 
  0 

4. How would you rate the level of event organization in general? (5 – very good,  1 – very bad)  
Answers Figure % 

5 |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 40,91 

4 |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 50 

3 |||| 4,55 

2 |||| 4,55 

1   0 

5. Do you plan to attend the following events organized by AgriEvent/UCAB? 
Answers Figure % 

Yes |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 100 

No   0 

6. What is the crucial factor for you to participate in the agricultural forum / conference? 
Answers Figure % 

Theme of the event 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 73,33 

Participation cost 
|||||| 6,67 

Speakers 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 40 



  

Venue 
||||||||||||| 13,33 

Participating companies 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||| 26,67 

Event format 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||| 26,67 

Other 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 40 

7. In which area do you operate? 
Answers Figure % 

Agricultural production 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 46,67 

Financial organization 
  0 

Agricultural machinery 
  0 

CPP/seeds 
||||||||||||| 13,33 

Consulting 
  0 

Other 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 46,67 

8. Are you satisfied with speaker’s presentations in general?  (5 – very satisfied, 1 – very dissatisfied) 
Answers Figure % 

5 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 30,77 

4 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 69,23 

3 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 30,77 

2 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 69,23 

1 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 30,77 

9. Which presentations did you like / dislike the most? 
Answers Figure % 
Phytosanitary precedures that are required for export potato from Ukraine. Procedure for the establishment of a production field that is 
free of quarantine organisms \ Chaikovsky Vadym, State Food Safety Service 

5 
||||||||||||||||||||| 21,43 

4 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 64,29 

3 
  0 

2 
||||||| 7,14 

1 
||||||| 7,14 

Harmonization of Ukrainian and EU legislation in potato sector. Compliance with the EU standards, Export support \ Oksana Lopatko, 

Ministry of Agricultural Policy and Food, Oksana Ruzhenkova, Association of Potato Producers, Anatoliy Bondarchuk, Ukrainian Institute of 

Potato Growing 

5 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 50 



  

4 
||||||||||||||||||||| 21,43 

3 
||||||| 7,14 

2 
||||||||||||||||||||| 21,43 

1 
  0 

Specifics of professional potato grooving in Ukraine \ Oksana Antonova, Kleffmann Group 

5 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 35,71 

4 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 35,71 

3 
||||||||||||||||||||| 21,43 

2 
||||||| 7,14 

1 
  0 

Benefits and  disadvantages co-operation between farmers and processing factory: quality, prices, profit, trainings other aspects \ Roelof-
Jan Wollerich, potato farmer 

5 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 61,54 

4 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 30,77 

3 
||||||| 7,69 

2 
  0 

1 
  0 

Potato storages – important part of fresh logistics and creation of added value to potato products\ Andriy Marushchak, Agrovent Ukraine 

5 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 41,67 

4 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 58,33 

3 
  0 

2 
  0 

1 
  0 

String of potato for processing: specifics and typical mistakes \ Oles Kapitanchuk, Tolsma Ukraine 

5 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 69,23 

4 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 30,77 

3 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 69,23 

2 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 30,77 

1 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 69,23 

10. What kind of speakers would you like to see at the next forum? 
Answers Figure % 



  

International experts 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 50 

Practitioners 

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|| 85,71 

Scientists 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 35,71 

Government Representatives 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 28,57 

11. Further comments and suggestions you would like to make: 
Answers 

Необхідно піднімати якість та безпечність української картоплі українського виробника для українського споживача. 
Створювати додаткову вартість, а потім говорити про експорт 
Захист картоплі під час вегетаці 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



3. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

NAME COMPANY 

Jan Dekker Agrico 

Nico Huizing HuizingHarvest 

Roelof Jan Wollerich Tenacity 

Thomas Carpenter AuroraService 

Dmytryi Akymenko Aur 

Yurii Antropov 
Ukrainian Association of Potato 

Producers 

Vasyl Arshulik Farm "Eco Tour"  

Elshan Bayramov Kerimakhov oglu Elika 

Zaza Bakuradze Individual entrepreneur 

Maksym Bebekh Individual entrepreneur 

Oleh Bykin Biotech LTD 

Anatolii Bondarchuk 
NAAS of Ukraine / Institute of potato 

growing 

Volodymyr Borysenko Syngenta LLC 

Serhii Borodavky Private enterprise "Ovochevyi dim" 

Ivan Borshch 

Mykola Buhak Adama Ltd. 

Khristian Van Viik Adama Ltd. 

Olha Verbytska Syngenta LLC 

Olha Vyshnevska 
NAAS of Ukraine / Institute of potato 

growing 

Denys Vorony Private enterprise "Voronyi" 

Dmytro  Herbei 

Andrii Herdt   Grinme 

Tetiatna Hetman Shuvar Ltd. 

Oleh Holod Inter Agro Standard 

Volodymyr Honchar Farm "Honchar" 

Mykola Hordiichuk "Agrico Ukraine" LLC 

Iaroslav Demkovych 

Private Corporation "Scientific 

Production Associatio "Chernihivska 

kartoplia" 

Leonid Demchenko Farm "Demchenko" 

Mykhailo Dmytryshak NULES of Ukraine 

Mykola Dovhal Syngenta LLC 

Pavlo Dovhyi 

O. Drobnokhod Private Corporation "Interagrosystem" 

Iurii Diak Record Agro 

Volodymyr Yeromin Agromix KR Ltd.  

Serhii Zhereb Biotech LTD 

Ruslan Zapata Private enterprise 

Iurii Zapata Private enterprise 



Nataliia Zelenska Tolsma Ukraine Ltd.  

Mykhailo Zubenko Trade house "Interagrostandart" 

Oleksii Ilin Trade house "Ukrkartoplia" 

Andrii Ishchenko  Private enterprise "Horodnianski AI" 

Larysa Kashuba Agrintech Ltd.  

Mykola Kyrychuk Tandem plus Ltd.  

Andrii Kindratiuk Farm "Vitchyzna" 

Oleksandr Kovryzhko Potato company of Polissya 

Oleksandr Kozubenko Vegetable group LLC 

Volodymyr Kolohrai Fabryka ahrokhimikativ Ltd. 

Volodymyr Krasniuk Farm "Olviia" 

Viktor Kulyk Private enterprise 

Volodymyr Kupriianov 

Private Corporation "Scientific 

Production Associatio "Chernihivska 

kartoplia" 

Tetiatna Kupriianova 
NAAS of Ukraine / Institute of potato 

growing 

Valerii Lavrov Farm "Lavr" 

Andrii Lazariev  Farm "Adelaide" 

Oleksandr Lazer Vimal 

Oleksii Levytskyi Research enterprise "Levona-C" 

Volodymyr Levkivskyi Chips Lux Ltd.  

Viktor Lenza Desna Ltd. 

Pavlo Lupashko Individual entrepreneur 

Olha Luchka Crown Ltd. 

Nataliia Mazaratii 

Oleksii Maksymyshyn Agrobud Ltd. 

Dmytro Malinovskyi Private enterprise "Impak" 

Oleksandr Nahornyi Desna Ltd. 

Valerii Nekrychevskyi Private enterprise  "Dekart" 

Serhii Nikitenko 
Research and Production Enterprise 

"Zemliaheoinform" 

Oleksii Olabyn Solana Ukraine Ltd.  

Serhii Oliinichenko Litovich Ltd.  

Olha Olshakovska 

Anatolii Omelianova Private enterprise "Chaykivka" 

Tamara Omelianova Private enterprise "Chaykivka" 

Oleh Pavliuk NULES of Ukraine 

Halyna Panchenko 

Mykhailo Petryk Trade House "Ukrkartoplia" 

Dmytro Petryshyn Basf 

Oleksandr Pyshchenko 

Mykola Polishchuk Farm "Dovirna" 

Mykola Ponomarenko Desna Ltd. 

Vadym Priadko 

Kateryna Rysai 

Viktor Riznyk "Agrico Ukraine" LLC 



Mykhailo Riazantsev 
NAAS of Ukraine / Institute of potato 

growing 

Serhii Samonenko Vimal 

Kostiantyn Sarnatskyi Canada-Ukraine agribusiness platform 

Oleksandr Svidelskyi Zabarivske Ltd. 

Svitlana Onashchenko OLT Consult 

Vladyslav Serhiienko 

Valerii Sytiuk  Private enterprise "Oberih" 

Mykola Smyk Viva Plus Ltd. 

Liudmyla Snitsar 

Department of agro-industrial 

development of Kyiv regional state 

administration 

Oleksandr Stankevych ROPA Ukraina Ltd. 

Denys Statsenko 

Dmytro Stashkiv Inter Agro Standard 

Oleh Tarasenko Adama Ukraina Ltd. 

Vasyl Todavchych Farm "Vitchyzna" 

Ruslan Filimoniuk Chips Lux Ltd.  

Mykola Furdyha 
NAAS of Ukraine / Institute of potato 

growing 

Mykhailo Tsarenko  

Viacheslav Chaika 

Ihor Chaika  

Maksym Shalyhin PE "Alexander A. Sinenko" 

Oleksandr Shamailo 

Private Corporation "Scientific 

Production Associatio "Chernihivska 

kartoplia" 

Hennadii Shatsylo Farm "Adelaida" 

Valerii Shevchyk Desna Ltd. 

Andrii Shehedyn Farm Shehedin 

Maksym Shehedyn Farm Shehedin 

Tatiana Shkuratova 

Vitalii Shmyhol Agro-Oven Ltd. 

Serhii Shovkun NULES of Ukraine 

Anatolii Shumeiko Chips Lux Ltd.  

Iaroslav Shutyi NULES of Ukraine 

Serhii Yatsenko State Enterprise "Levona - S" 

Nataliia Yatsiuta Viva Plus Ltd. 

Iurii Yatsiuta Viva Plus Ltd. 




